INDUSTRY - STARTUP +
SMALL BUSINESS LOGISTICS
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FLEX TAMPA
WAREHOUSING &
LOGSTICS FOR STARTUPS
& SMALL BUSINESSES
What We Bring to the Table

• 260,000 Sq. Ft Warehousing &
Distribution Center
• In-House Fleet for Final Mile
Pickup & Delivery
• Professional Warehouse &
Project Management Staff to
Oversee Your Project
• Technology Driven Inventory
Management
• Infrastructure (Racks, Forklifts,
Staff) Provided

Our Philosophy
Each project is unique with very specific
goals and measures; you can expect the
exact same from our approach. Whether
your project is large or small, new or
refreshed, MyPorter has a service or
solution for you. We execute projects with
quality and integrity – on time and on
budget.

Codee Burton
O: 813.590.5222
C: 678.910.1842
E: commercial@myporter.com
W: www.myportercommercial.com

CORE OFFERINGS:
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same from our approach. Whether your project is large or small, new or refreshed, MyPorter has a
service or solution for you. We execute projects with quality and integrity – on time and on budget.

Turn-Key Tampa Small Business Logistics Solutions
MyPorter is far from just dead storage. All of the
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 Pick, Pack, Ship
 Shipping / Receiving of Palletized or Floor-Loaded
containers
 Tampa ross-Docking
 Tampa Satellite Fulfillment & Distribution
 Capacity Augmentation
Core Offerings:

eCommerce and Order Fulfillment Warehouse
Services for Tampa Startups
Execute your brand promise to your customers by
allowing MyPorter to handle orders and fulfillment
services in Tampa FL. We can offer same-day and next
day shipping as well as pick, pack, and shipping services
from our Tampa DC. Kitting, bundling, and labeling are
also available depending on your needs.
Seasonal Tampa Small Business Distribution Projects
We get it, you're running 95% capacity all year and busy
season is right around the corner. You need a partner
who is capable of more than just inventory overflow
storage, you need a full Tampa logistics partner. We can
offer project-based and on-going proposal options.

C O M M E R C I A L

CASE IN POINT

Loft Bed Furniture Startup Use MyPorter for Warehousing, Distribution, and
eCommerce Order Fulfillment
The Challenge
A new furniture company was having trouble coordinating shipping container unloading,
product sorting and QC, distribution to stores, and fulfilling online retail purchases. As their
business grew and online became a larger portion of the business, these issues became more
acute and were causing headaches that diverted attention from growing their business.
How we Helped
MyPorter took over the full logistics process so they could focus on what they’re good at –
designing and selling furniture. MyPorter coordinated the delivery, unloading, and sorting of all
mixed-SKU containers from southeast Asia and conducted quality control checks to ensure
furniture was delivered in good condition. As orders were received, MyPorter also coordinated
fulfillment of product to online customers within 24 hours, fully automated without the
customer's manual intervention. MyPorter also supplies the client with bi-weekly cycle counts
by SKU so that they always know what is left to sell and when new product needs to be ordered.
Results
The client’s stress levels went down dramatically, and they were able to go back to doing what
they really enjoyed – designing, marketing, and making their customers’ happy. Now the client
has been able to start growing rapidly again without the constant worry of how to get products
to their customers.

"We considered leasing and operating our
own warehouse, I'm convinced outsourcing
logistics to MyPorter saved our company"
-CEO, eCommerce Furniture Retailer

To find out more, contact:
commercial@myporter.com | 813.590.5222

